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I. Introduction and results. In a number of recent papers Heerema

[2], [4], Neggers [6], and the author [5], have used techniques in-

volving the lifting of derivations and (infinite) higher derivations

from the residue field k, of a local ring R, to derivations and higher

derivations of R. These papers are concerned with the automorphism

structure of complete regular local rings. In this paper we will iden-

tify the group of higher derivations of k which lift to R when R is a

wildly ramified z>-ring with ramification p over an unramified y-sub-

ring. In particular let Re be a ramified z>-ring with ramification e.

That is, Re is a complete, discrete, rank one, valuation ring having

characteristic zero with residue field k of characteristic p (p prime ^ 2)

and pRe is the eth power of the maximal ideal M of Re. If e=l or

(e, p) = l then all higher derivations of k lift to higher derivations of

Re [l, Theorem 1, p. 575], [7, Theorem 3.4, p. 24]. We determine

which higher derivations of k lift in the simplest wildly ramified case,

when e = p, and generalize a theorem first proved by Wishart [7,

Theorem 3.18, p. 44] characterizing those rings Rp with the property

that all higher derivations of k lift.

The symbol ir will always denote a prime element of Rp and a the

residue of aERP- We have, irp+pu = 0, U9^0, and if uEkp, ir can be

chosen so that^+p^+ir'w) =0, £>0and w^O, or so that7rp+p = 0.

It is not difficult [5, Lemma 2.3] to see that ir can be chosen to

satisfy precisely one of the following:

(1.1) tt" + pu = 0,    m££ kp.

(1.2, t)        it" + p(\ + tt'w) =0,    1 ^ t =: p, w j* 0,    and    w $ k"

when t = p.

(1.3) tt" + p(l + tt"+1w) = 0.

We may identify now two parameters, expo Rp and res Rp [5],

which will have a decisive role in this study.

expo Rp = 0 if 7r satisfies 1.1.

(1.4) = t if ir satisfies 1.2, t.

= p + 1    ii ir satisfies 1.3.
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res Rp = ii   if ?r satisfies 1.1.

(1.5) = f    if tt satisfies 1.2, t or 1.3 and rp   = w with f E kp-

= 0    otherwise.

Equation 1.5 does not uniquely determine res Rp. However, res Rp is

uniquely determined, mod kp, either with respect to addition or mul-

tiplication, and this will be sufficient for our purposes. The quantity

expo Rp is uniquely determined by 1.4.

We let Gd be the group of derivation automorphisms of Rp, and Gs

the group of strongly convergent derivation automorphisms of

Rp [5]. The symbols u and w will always be used as above.

We now state the results of this study.

Theorem. The higher derivation {5,-} of k lifts to a higher derivation

of Rp if and only if Sj (res Rp) = Ofor each i with the following exceptions.

If expo Rp = 0 then {5,-} lifts if and only if (res J?p)_15ij, (res Rp)Ekp

for each i and 5,- (res Rp) = 0 when p\i. If expo RP = p then {hi} lifts if

only if 5jP(res Rp)Ekp for each i and 5i(res Rp) =0 when p\i.

Corollary A. All higher derivations of k lift to higher derivations of

Rp if and only if res Rp = 0.

Corollary B. All higher derivations of k lift to higher derivations of

Rp if and only if Go = Gs and p jexpo Rp.

II. Proofs and an application. Throughout this paper R will denote

an unramified n-subring of Rp with [i?p:i?] =p, t a prime element of

Rp assumed to satisfy one of the equations 1.1, (1.2, t,) 1.3, H(R, Rp)

the set of higher derivations of R into Rp, H(k) the group of higher

derivations of k, k" the maximal perfect subfield of k, and v the ex-

ponential valuation on Rp.

Let {Di} EH(R, Rp) and denote the unique extension of {Di} to

the quotient field of Rp by {Di}. Note that {Di} EH(RP), the set

of higher derivations of Rp, if and only if £>;(7r) E (t) for each i. Let

(2.1) f(x) = xp + pap-xxP-1 + ■ ■ ■ + paxx + pao

be the Eisenstein polynomial of t over R. Let (r, s) denote an ordered

set of r nonnegative integers whose sum is 5 and let | (r, s) \ represent

the largest integer in (r, s). We let^(s, *)D(ax, ■ • ■ , aq) denote the

sum of all products Di1(a1)Di2(a2) • • ■ Diq(aq) such thatz\+ ■ • • +it

— s and ij<t0. We also let/'(x) and fDi(x) represent respectively the

ordinary derivative of / and the polynomial obtained by replacing

each coefficient in / with its image under I?,-. With these conventions
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we may write the expression for Di(ir) derived from Di(f(ir) ) =0 as

follows:

(-/W)A(f) = UDW) + Z D(*, ■ ■ ■ , it)

(2.2, i) C.OMC.OK*p—i

+ Zr5 Z D(aj,*, •••»»■).
3=1    (3+1,i),1(3+1,»)l<i

We list some observations.

I. pgv(f'(ir) )^2p-l.
II. If a£i? then T?i(a"") = (Di/j,"(a) )p"mod(7r)p where D,/p»(a)=0

if £n|i.

III. If irp+pu = 0 then « = a0.

IV. If 7r?,+^(l+7r,TO)=0, l^t<p, and w^O then a) = a< where /

is the least positive integer i such that />|c,-, and ao= 1 +£&o for some

&o.

V. If 7r3'+^(H-7r3'w)=0, wf^O then a0 = l+pb0 for some 60,

w= —b0, and £ | a,- for all i ^ 1.

VI. If wp+p(l+irp+1w)=0 then a0=l+pb0 for some b0,

w= [( — ax/p)]~, and p\b0-

VII. If lgexpo T?„^p and {/?,-} EH(RP) then ^(7r)G(7r)2 for

each i.

If expo Rp = p + 1 then AM EM8.
Let {Z>j} EH(RP), —f'(ir) =pwj~1z, z a unit, ■wAi = Di(ir) when expo

i?p = 0, ir2Ai = Di(ir) when l^expo Rp^p, and ir3^4i = 7J,(ir) when

expo i?p = ^ + l. We also write aa = l+pb0 when expo Rp9^0 and

pdx = ax when expo Rp = p +1.

2.3 Lemma. If expo Rp = 0 and {Di} EH(RP) induces {5;} EH(k)

then res T^'o.-jXres Rp) Ekp for each i and 5j(res Rp) = 0 when p\i.

Proof. By 2.2,i we have (piri~lz)Di(ir) =pDi(ao)+Di/p(w)p,

mod(ir)p+3' or (iri-1z)Di(iv) =Di(a0) — uAp/p, mod(7r)' where Di/p(ir)

= 0 = Ai/p if p\i. Since a0 = M = res Rp and Di(ir)E(ir) the result fol-

lows.

2.4 Lemma. // lgexpo RP<p and {Di]EH(Rp) induces {8f}

EH(k) then 8t (res Rp) =0 for each i.

Proof. If res Rp^0 then res RP = f where fpn = dj, rER, r^kp,

expo Rp=j, and v(f'(ir) )=p + (j—l)- Using (2.2, i) and II we get

(pir^1z)Di(ir) = pDi(aj)ir', mod(7r)"+'+1

= p(Di/p«(r))p"irJ,     mod(7r)p+>'+l.

Again, since Di(ir)E(ir)2 the result follows.
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2.5 Lemma. If expo RP = p and {Di}EH(RP) induces {oi}EH(k)

then dip (res Rp) Ekp for each i and 8,(res Rp) = 0 when p\i.

Proof. We have resRp= — 50 and (prp-lz)Di(T)=p2Di(bo)

+Dhp(t)p, mod 7r2p+1. Thus zD((t)= -u^TDi(bo)—UxTAvi/v, mod

(t)2 where Tp+pUx = 0. But D((t)E(t)2, tix = l and the proof is com-

plete.

2.6 Lemma. // expo Rp = p + l and {Di}EH(Rp) induces {5,-}

EH(k) then bi (res Rp) =0 for each i.

Proof. Omitted.

We now show that if {5,} EH(k) satisfies the conditions of the

theorem then {bi} is induced. We assume {P>,-}"_! is a finite higher

derivation of R into Rp, A0=l, f'W) and At, i^l are as before.

We list some observations which follow from (2.2, i), l^i^n.

VIII. Let expo Rp = 0, v(J'(t) )<2p-l and D{(t)E(t) for t=l,
• • • , n— 1. If D„(a0) —uAv./p = T3'c„ then

(pw'-^DnM = pDn(aj)7ri + pDn(a0) + (Z>B/j,(7r))»

+ p S Z?(ay7r • • • x),     mod(7r)p+^'+1
O'+l.n); IU+l.»)l<n

wherev(f'(T) )=p+(j-l).Thusi( we write Si^n-D^Ca/Mt! ■ • -^iy

for the sum of all products Z?<0(a,-)^4<1 • • • A^ where io+ix

+ ■ ■ • +ij = n, 0^im<n, m = 0, • ■ ■ ,/then

An = z~l(Dn(a,) + cn+ Yj Di0(a,)Ail ■ ■ ■ Ai}),    mod(Tr).
•„<n

IX. Let expo Rp = 0, i/(/'(tt) )=2p-l and D,{t)E(t) for i=l,

2, ■ ■ ■ n — l. If D„(a0) —uAn/p = Tpc„ then

(pirp~h)Dn(ir) = pDn(a0) + £ 0(t, • • • , t),    mod(^)2»+i.
(p,n); I (p.n) \<n

Thus if in /!'.i^nAi, ■ ■ ■ Aip we also require that for some m imT^n/p

we have

r          i
An = z-1   c„ H-2J -4<i • • ■ Aip   i    mod(Tr).

X. Let expo Rp = p, Tp+pux = 0, and AOOEM2 for i = l, 2,

■ ■ ■ , n — l. If Dn(bo)+u2An/p = cnT then

(p-K^z)Dn(T) = p2Dn(dx)ir + p2Dn(b0) + (Dnip(ir))p,    mod(r)2"+2.

Thus yln = 2_1[ — Ux1Dn(dx)— u\lcn\, mod (ir).
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We may now proceed with the lifting of higher derivations of k to

Rp. The following theorem will be used repeatedly:

2.7 Theorem [3, Theorem 4, p. 38]. Let S be a p-basis for k and

let SER be a set of representatives of the elements of S. If I is the set of

positive integers and f is a mapping from SXI into Rp then there is one

and only one {D{} EH(R, Rp) (finite higher derivation {A}?.! of

length n) such that Di(s) =f(s, i) for all sES and all iEI (all sES and

all i= 1, 2, • • ■ , n).

2.8 Lemma. Let expo Rp = 0 and v(f'(ir))=p + (j-l)<2p-l. If

{8i} EH(k), 8i(res Rp)=0 when p\i and res R~x8ip(res Rp)Ekp for

each i, then {5,-} lifts to a higher derivation of Rp.

Proof. Note that a0=w = res Rp. Let BQ = 1, BiERP so that

Bf = ur18ip(do), and CtERP so that

d = zBi - 8i(dj) — Z 8i„(dj)Bh ■ ■ ■ Bir
'm<i

Choose a £>-basis S, doES, for k and let SER, aoES be a set of

representatives for S. For sES— {a0} define A so that Dx will induce

5i. Let Dx(ao)=ir'Cx. Then Dx(it)E(t) so Dx extends to Rp. Also

ir-1Di(ir)=z-1[Dx(aj) + Cx], mod (ir) or

Ax = S-^ifa) + zBx - 8x(dj)] = Bx.

Suppose we have defined {A'}5=i a finite higher derivation of R into

Rp with the properties Dj(ir)E(ir), Dj induces 8j, and Aj — Bj. Define

Di on 5— {a0} so that D{ induces 5,- and let Di(a0) =ir'Ci+uAP/p.

Then [Di(a0)]~ = uAf/]> = uBf/p = u(u~18i(do)) = 8i(dQ). Thus A in-
duces Si. Also

(pw~1z)Di(ir) = pDi(aj)ir3 + pwd + upAPi/p + (Dilp(ir)P)

+ p Z D(ah ir • • • ir),    mod(7r)p+J+1
(3+1.0; 1(3+1.OKf

so A(ir)£(ir). Using this equation we have

At = z-'iSMj) + zBi - Si(dj) - Z 8h(dj)Bh ■ • • Btj
»7»<«

+ Z 8.0(5y)3n • • • Ai] = Bt.

The lemma follows from 2.7 and mathematical induction.
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2.9 Lemma. Let expo Rp = 0 and v(J'(t) ) = 2p-l. If {Si}EH(k),
S,-(res Rp)=0 when p\i, and res Rpl8ip (res Rp)Ekp for each i then

{di} lifts to a higher derivation of Rp.

Proof. Let BiERP be such that ~Bvi=u~x 8ip(d0) and Ct=zBi

—p~1^2im<iBil ■ ■ ■ Bip, where in the summation, Y,im<iBil ■ ■ ■ BiT,

we also require that for some m = 1, • • • ,pim^i/p (as in IX).Choose

a £-basis 5, a0ES, for k and let SEP, a0ES be a set of representa-

tives for 5. Define Dx on 5—{a0} so that Dx will induce Si. Let

Dx(a0)=TpCx. Then Dt induces Si, Dx(t)E(it), and Ax = Bx, mod(7r).

Suppose {.Dy}^} is a finite higher derivation of R into Rp with D,

inducing Sj, D,(t)E(t), and Aj = B,, mod (t). Define Di on 5— {ao}

so that Di induces 5* and let Z>,-(a0)— uAvijv = TpCi. Then Df induces

Sit Di(T)E(ir), and by IX

At = z-l[Ci -\-zZ Ah' ■ ■ Aiv)> mod W
V P   '™« '

= z-1 ( zBt-Y Bh ■ ■ ■ Bip + — 2Z Aix ■ ■ ■ A A,     mod (t).
V P   im<i P   im<i '

Thus, again At = Bi and the proof is complete.

2.10 Lemma. Let l^expo Rp=j<p. If {Si}EH(k) and 5,(res

Rp) = Ofor each i then {5,-} lifts to a higher derivation of Rp.

Proof. If res Rp^0 then res Rp=r where fp" = aj, rER, and fEkp.

Let 5, fES, be a £-basis for k and SER, rES, a set of representatives

for 5. For each i define Di on 5— {r} so that P< induces 5,-. Let

Di(r)=0 for all i. Then {Di} induces {St} and by checking (2.2, i)

{Di} extends to Rp. If res Rp = 0 choose any £>-basis S for k and SER

a set of representatives for 5. Define {Di} on 5 so that Z)< induces 5,-

for each i. Then 2.2, i and II imply {Dt} extends to Rp.

2.11 Lemma. Let expo RP — p and Tp = pUx = 0. If {o,} EH(k),

oip(res Rp)Ekp for each i, and o^res Rp) =0 when p\i, then {Si} lifts

to a higher derivation of Rp.

Proof. By V a0= l+^o and res Rp= —Bo- Let B\= — 5ip(50) and

d= — Si(dx)— zBi, where again ax=pdx. Choose a £-basis 5, boES,

for k and let SER, boES, be a set of representatives for 5. Define

Dx on 5— {bo} so that Dx induces Si and let Dx(b0) =irCi. Then Dx

induces Si, Dx(t)E(t)2, and Ax = Bx- Suppose we have defined

{Z>,}jli, a finite higher derivation of R into Rp, with D, inducing Sy,

Dj(t)E(t)2 and Aj = Bj. Define Di on 5— {bo} so that Z>, induces
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8i and let Di(bo) +u\Avi/p = irCi. Then A induces 6,-, A(ir)E(ir)2, and

by X At = Bi.

2.12 Lemma. Let expo Rp = p + 1. If {S,-} £.ff(/fe) and 8i(res Rp)=0

for each i then {§,•} lifts to a higher derivation of Rp.

Proof. Omitted.

In view of the fact that higher derivations of k are completely de-

termined by their action on a p-basis for k corollary A is clear.

Corollary B follows from [5].

Let 5 be a ring and t the natural map of 5[[x]] onto 5. The iner-

tial embedding group of 5 is the group of all automorphisms n of

S[ [x] ] such that Ti](a) =a, for each aES, and n(x) =x. The higher

derivation {A} of 5 determines an (inertial) embedding n oi S where

n(a) =a+ Zi-i A(a)x, for aES and ?j(x)=x. Conversely an em-

bedding of 5 determines a higher derivation of S. The correspondence

is an isomorphism of the higher derivation group of 5 onto the inertial

embedding group of 5. An application of our theorem will identity

the subgroup of the embedding group of k consisting of those em-

beddings which are induced by embeddings of Rp.
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